TRANSMISSION + CLUTCH BUNDLE

3 YEAR/UNLIMITED MILE TRANSMISSION & CLUTCH WARRANTY

YOU MUST REGISTER AT ATPBUNDLEWARRANTY.COM TO RECEIVE THE ALLIANCE REMAN BUNDLE WARRANTY

STEP 01
SELECT A REMAN TRANSMISSION

Alliance Truck Parts products are remanufactured following a strict teardown, cleaning, inspection, assembly and testing process that is unmatched in the industry and insures uptime and reliability.

All Alliance remanufactured transmissions pass rigorous testing methods to exceed customer quality demands.

STEP 02
SELECT AN ALLIANCE AUTOSET OR EASY EFFORT CLUTCH

Alliance Truck Parts line of clutches are built new to OE specifications for most makes and models to ensure confident, smooth, shifting and long clutch life. Plus, Alliance’s Easy Effort clutches feature a spring assist to prevent driver fatigue by reducing pedal effort by 30%.

Alliance clutches are backed by a 2 year standard National warranty, which is upgraded to 3 years when bundled.

STEP 03
SELECT CLUTCH BUNDLE KIT

The clutch bundle kit provides all necessary components to complete the clutch installation. Determine the type of linkage the vehicle is equipped with and choose a clutch bundle kit:

  - 2" Torque Limiting Clutch Brake
  - High Temperature Pilot Bearing
  - Standard Clutch Fork
  - Gasket Kit
  - Cross Shaft Bushings

- Hydraulic Linkage System: ABP N25 CBK HYD
  - 2" Torque Limiting Clutch Brake
  - High Temperature Pilot Bearing
  - Hydraulic Clutch Fork
  - Gasket Kit

STEP 04
INSTALL WITH A PS-386 APPROVED LUBRICANT

Approved PS-386 transmission fluid reduces wear as well as improving fuel economy. When you use PS-386 approved transmission fluid in conjunction with the Alliance Transmission + Clutch bundle you’re ensuring reduced operation costs and extending the life of your transmission.

Approved PS-386 lubricants can be located on the registration page.